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CESAR INTARSIO
Italian architecture practice Garcia Cumini developed Cesar’s Intarsio, a system that treats the kitchen as an area that should ultimately integrate and communicate with the whole residential environment. Inspired by the deconstruction of a two-dimensional wooden door, the polished kitchen model seamlessly combines with various design elements by Cesar, effectively overcoming the conventional division of spaces within the home.

cesar.it

KVADRAT HELIA AND SILAS
Designer Raf Simons first began collaborating with Kvadrat in 2014. Upholstery fabrics Helia and Silas, one bouclé and the other matte, are the latest creations to arise from the pairing. ‘For this year’s collection, I was very interested in experimenting with woven versions of some of the traditional materials and techniques used in haute couture such as furs and knits,’ says Simons. ‘The result is two sensuous textiles with heavily textured yet extremely soft surfaces.’

kvadratrafsimons.com